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communication channel to exchange facial expressions and
gestures. Here the question is whether pure human motion
without any information of appearance is useful in distant
communication.

Abstract—Thanks to the maturity of motion tracking
technologies, it became easy and inexpensive to use avatars that
reflect the user’s facial and body movements in real time. There
is a possibility that those real-time avatars can serve as a
substitute for videos in distant communication. We conducted an
experiment to observe differences between video chat and voice
chat, and examined whether avatar chat can produce the same
differences. In the experiment the subjects watched a
conversation partner’s video, avatar, photo, or nothing when
speaking to the partner. Since the video and avatar delivered the
partner’s motion while the video and photo delivered the
partner’s appearance, we were able to observe the effects of the
motion and appearance separately. As a result, we found that
presenting the motion via a video or an avatar increased the
degree of the smoothness of speaking to the partner.

In general, the addition of a video connection has been
regarded as a single factor in past research [1,4-7]. However,
that can actually be divided into two factors, i.e., the motion
and appearance factors. A real-time avatar corresponds to the
motion factor and does not include the appearance factor. To
prove that real-time avatars are useful, it is necessary to
demonstrate that the motion factor improves distant
communication independently from the appearance factor.
Therefore, we conducted an experiment to examine the two
factors. To analyze the effects of the two factors separately, we
prepared a visual representation that corresponds to the
appearance factor and does not include the motion factor. As
shown in Figure 1, we selected the photo of a remote
conversation partner as that representation. Since many users of
instant messengers put their photos in the buddy list, watching
the partner’s photo in voice chat is a popular situation.

Keywords-Avatar; face tracking; video chat; videoconferencing;
teleconferencing; distant communication; telepresence

I.
INTRODUCTION
Thanks to the maturity of motion tracking technologies, it
became easy and inexpensive to use real-time avatars that are
computer graphics animation reflecting the user’s facial and
body movements in real time. The price of hardware devices
for motion tracking is rapidly decreasing. And even standard
webcams enable robust face tracking. So, the cost of a tracking
system is no longer a barrier to using real-time avatars. The
labor to prepare a tracking system is also no longer the barrier.
Users do not need to wear optical markers, and just need to
stand or be seated in front of a camera. Thus, in terms of cost
and easiness, there is almost no difference between using
videos and real-time avatars when talking with remote
conversation partners. Real-time avatars are now becoming
considered an alternative to videos [1,2].

II.

RELATED WORK

This paper presents the result of comparing avatar chat,
video chat, photo chat and voice chat. The superiority of photo
chat or avatar chat over voice chat has been unclear, and even
the superiority of video chat over voice chat has not been yet
clarified sufficiently, as described below.
There are studies that observed the effects of photos on
audio communication [8,9]. However, it is still unclear how
presenting the still picture of a remote conversation partner to
the speaker influences speech. There are also studies that
observed the effects of real-time avatars on audio
communication [1,10-13]. And it has not been yet
demonstrated that the capability of transmitting human motion
leads to improvements in distant communication.

The most prominent advantage of real-time avatars over
videos is the capability of transmitting the user’s motion to
remote sites without disclosing the user’s appearance. A
consciousness of being remotely watched is a well-known
problem of video chat [3]. In avatar chat that is voice chat
accompanied by real-time avatars, this consciousness is
drastically mitigated since the images that capture the user’s
face and clothes are not shown to remote conversation partners.
Without those information the users are still able to use a visual
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Intuitively, videoconferences seem to be more useful than
audio-only teleconferences [14]. But, there is a long history of
discussing the necessity of sharing the live video of remote
participants in teleconferencing, and there has been a consistent
trend to deny the advantage of sharing the video [15,16]. To
clarify the superiority of videoconferences over audio-only
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Figure 2. Smoothness of speech.

user’s motion to remote sites without disclosing the user’s
appearance. Therefore, we expected that human motion
delivered by real-time avatars improves distant communication
and a lack of appearance does not affect that improvement. To
clarify the relationship between the motion and appearance, we
compared four chat styles of a 2x2 design: video chat (motion
and appearance), avatar chat (motion but no appearance), photo
chat (appearance but no motion), and voice chat (no motion, no
appearance). We predicted that avatar chat and video chat,
which deliver human motion, are better than voice chat. Since
we assumed that the improvement would appear as a smooth
speech, the hypotheses of the experiment were the followings.

Photo

Figure 1. Motion and appearance in video.

communication, many studies tried to find positive effects
produced by the addition of video connections. Some of them
showed that video connections could induce positive responses
from subjects [5,6,17], and could facilitate multiparty
conversations [5]. In multiparty conversations, the addition of
video connections clarifies who is talking to whom. However,
in dyadic conversations that are one-to-one conversations
between two persons, the speaker and the listener are naturally
clear. Thus, there is no well-known positive effect in objective
measures, e.g., conversational structure [4,5,17] and task
performance [4,6,7], in dyadic conversations.

Hypothesis 1: Compared with audio-only communication, a
speech that is directed to the remote conversation partner is
smoothened when the speaker can see the partner’s video.
Hypothesis 2: Compared with audio-only communication, a
speech that is directed to the remote conversation partner is
smoothened when the speaker can see the partner’s avatar.

According to the previous studies described above, it seems
to be harder to find a positive influence of additional
communication channels in dyadic conversations than
multiparty conversations. And it seems to be harder to do that
in objective measures than subjective measures. Our study
focused on the hardest condition. Namely, we tried to find
objectively measured values that prove usefulness of photos,
avatars, and videos in dyadic conversations. No previous study
found such values.
The difference of our study from the previous studies is that
we focused on more fine-grained structure of conversations, i.e.,
pauses in speech as shown in Figure 2, in which each box
represents an utterance and each space between boxes
represents a pause. As the figure shows, fewer pauses indicate
smooth speaking and more pauses indicate awkward speaking.
It was reported that the frequency of pauses is an indicator of
the level of anxiety [18,19]. On the assumption that increased
degree of smoothness of speech was an improvement in
communication, we analyzed a single turn instead of analyzing
turn-taking, which is a typical conversational structure that has
been analyzed in many studies [17].
III.

is portability

Awkward speaking

Appearance

Avatar

its problem

EXPERIMENT

A. Hypothesis
We conducted an experiment to prove that real-time avatars
improve distant communication. Real-time avatars transmit the
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B. Conditions
To examine the hypotheses, we prepared the four
conditions of the 2x2 design shown in Figure 3. In all the
conditions, the subject was seated at a desk on which there was
a teleconferencing terminal, which consisted of a microphone
speaker, a display, the camera for live video, and the camera
for face tracking. The display was a 10-inch wide-screen LCD,
which was much smaller than the displays that are usually used
for videoconferences so that we could confirm that even a
small-size visual representation of a remote conversation
partner improves communication. The details of each condition
are described below.
Voice condition (no motion, no appearance): This condition
was identical with a normal voice chat. The subject talked to
the remote conversation partner through only the microphone
speaker. To let the subjects intuitively recognize that they
shared no visual information with the partner, the display was
blacked out and the two cameras were covered with a box.
Photo condition (appearance but no motion): This condition
was similar to a voice chat in instant messengers. The
difference between this condition and the voice condition was
the existence of the remote conversation partner’s facial photo
shown on the display. A small photo of the subject was also
shown at the display’s bottom right corner so that the subjects
could know how they were shown on the remote display. This
self-portrait photo was taken at the beginning of the
experiment. In the same manner as the voice condition, the two

With motion

No motion

No appearance

With appearance
Voice

Photo

Avatar

Video

Microphone speaker

Camera for live video

Camera for face tracking

Figure 3. Conditions of the experiment.

software (faceAPI), which was running in the remote terminal
and capturing the partner’s movements. The subject’s
movements were also captured, and their avatar was shown on
the remote display. A small avatar of the subject was shown at
the bottom right corner of the display so that the subjects could
know how they were shown on the remote display and could
also confirm how precisely the avatar was able to reflect human
movements.

cameras were covered with a box and the conversation
occurred only through an audio connection.
Avatar condition (motion but no appearance): In this
condition the display showed an anonymous avatar, which
reflected the remote conversation partner’s head and lip
motions but did not reflect anything of the partner’s facial
image, as shown in Figure 1. The camera for live video was
covered but the camera for face tracking was uncovered. The
three-dimensional model of the avatar consisted of a cylindrical
head, lips, and eyeballs. The shape of the head was not a sphere
but a cylinder, since a cylindrical head is better to show
changes in the facial direction than a spherical head. The size
of the head was almost equal to the size of the image of the
partner’s head in the photo and video conditions. The color of
the lips was not a red but a dark gray, since we used the
minimum number of colors to draw the avatar in order to make
the design of the avatar as simple as possible. We used light
yellow to draw the head, and used dark gray to draw the lips,
the eyeballs, and the background. The head translated and
rotated with six degrees of freedom. Each lip was transformed
based on the three-dimensional positions of eight markers. The
eyeballs were tiny spheres attached to the fixed positions of the
face. The head and lips moved at thirty frames per second
according to the sensor data sent from the face tracking

Video condition (motion and appearance): This condition
was identical to a normal video chat. Only the camera for live
video was uncovered. The display showed the live video of the
remote conversation partner’s face, and also showed a small
mirror window at the bottom right corner. The resolution of the
partner’s video was 640 pixels by 375 pixels, and its frame rate
was thirty frames per second.
C. Subjects
This experiment was within-subject design, so each subject
experienced all of the above four conditions. The order of
experiencing the conditions was counterbalanced to make the
influence of order effects as small as possible. To include all
kinds of the order of the four conditions, the number of the
collected subjects was twenty four that is equal to four
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Figure 4. Method to count the number of pauses.

factorial. Twenty-four undergraduate students who lived near
our university campus participated in the experiment.

E. Data Collection
To measure the smoothness of the subjects’ speech, we
counted the number of pauses in the recorded speech as shown
in Figure 4. First, we eliminated all pause fillers from the
speech. To determine what kind of utterance was regarded as a
pause filler, we referred to research papers that presented a list
of filler words [20]. A pause that included fillers within the
pause was replaced with a single pause, because the fillers
within a pause divide an actual single pause into multiple
pauses and inflate the number of pauses. Also, a filler that
concatenated two utterances was replaced with a pause,
because a filler between utterances actually breaks the speech
like a silent pause. A filler that just preceded or followed an
utterance did not change the number of pauses, but we also
eliminated that kind of a filler.

D. Task
To measure the frequency of pauses stably we had to record
long speech. Simultaneously, we also had to avoid analyzing
speech that was interleaved with a remote conversation
partner’s replies to the subject, because those replies would
become noise that affected the following utterances of the
subject. Thus, we elaborated a task in which the subject could
continue to talk for more than one minute without the partner’s
interference. At the beginning of each condition, the subject
was asked by the conversation partner to talk about the pros
and cons of a certain gadget and possible improvements to that
gadget.
In all the conditions, the same experimenter played the role
of the conversation partner. While the subject was talking, the
experimenter did not talk and gave only minimum backchannel
responses with an utterance and a small nod of his head.

Next, we extracted the central part of the speech. The
speech of every subject lasted more than one minute, which
corresponded to about two-hundred syllables in our language
(Japanese). Thus, we extracted the central two-hundred
syllables of the speech for the analysis. This extraction
equalized the amount of speech data across conditions and
subjects. This extraction also stabilized the analysis, since the
smoothness of the beginning or ending part of the speech was
affected by individual subjects. The beginning part tended to be
unfairly smooth if the subject was accidentally ready to talk
about the gadget. For example, one of the subjects visited a
store to buy one of the gadgets on the day before the
experiment. Further, the ending part tended to be needlessly
awkward if the subject made an extra effort to continue talking.

Before experiencing the four conditions, the subjects
practiced the task in a face-to-face environment. In this FTF
session the subject was familiarized with the task and the
experimenter.
Since each of the subjects experienced the first FTF session
and the four conditions, we prepared five gadgets as
conversational topics, i.e., e-book readers, handheld game
consoles, smartphones, robotic vacuum cleaners, and 3D TVs.
The order of these gadgets to be talked about was
counterbalanced. The experimenter told the subject which
gadget to talk about right when the conversation began. We did
not disclose the next topic beforehand.

Finally, we counted the number of pauses included in the
central part. To exclude arbitrariness from the analysis, we did
not have any minimum or maximum threshold for the length of
a pause to be counted. However, we could not count a pause
that was shorter than fifty milliseconds, because it was actually
impossible to distinguish such a short pause from a speaking
part due to white noise. We did not filter out white noise,
because the filtering could also cut off utterances spoken very
quietly.

We did not ask the subject to talk for more than a certain
duration, so the subject could stop talking anytime. However,
since the five gadgets are attracting considerable attention
recently, almost all of the subjects knew the pros and cons of
the gadgets to a certain level, and their speech was able to last
more than one minute. A one-minute speech would be too short
to analyze turn-taking, but that was enough to observe the
difference in the frequency of pauses.

How the recorded speeches were processed is as follows.
We used a multimedia annotation tool (ELAN) to transcribe
them. We entered the beginning time, ending time, and
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Figure 5. Average frequency of pauses.

Figure 6. Average speech rate.

transcript of all the utterances. In this data entry, we
distinguished pause fillers from normal utterances. After we
finished the data entry, the data were exported as a text file and
pasted into a spreadsheet file. We used a spreadsheet software
to count the number of syllables, extract a central part, and
count the number of pauses.

partner’s motion of a head and lips. There was no clear
difference between the video and avatar in the degree of
smoothening the speech, and there was no clear effect of the
partner’s photo on the speech. The effects of presenting the
partner’s facial image to the subjects were invisible.

IV.

In Figure 7, you can see the difference between the
awkward and smooth speech of one of the subjects. The figure
arranges the pattern of pauses and the transcript in the central
two-hundred syllables of the two speeches. The vertical axis is
the elapsed time. In the pause patterns each box represents an
utterance and each space between boxes represents a pause.
The left side is the voice condition in which the topic was 3D
TVs, and the right side is the avatar condition in which the
topic was robotic vacuum cleaners. You can see that the left
awkward speech included more pauses and took longer time.

RESULT

We compared the four conditions to find the effects of the
motion and appearance factors. Since each factor had two
levels as shown in Figure 3 and each subject produced the data
of all conditions, we conducted 2x2 two-way repeatedmeasures ANOVA. A capability to talk smoothly varies with
the individual. Thus, to compare the four conditions within
each subject, we used repeated-measures ANOVA instead of
simple ANOVA. All the results described below are the results
of analyzing the central two-hundred syllables of each speech.

We also analyzed the following values: the time of the
pauses, the ratio of the time of the pauses to the time of the
speech, the number of the fillers, the time of the fillers, the ratio
of the time of the fillers to the time of the speech, and the ratio
of the time of the fillers to the time of the pauses. In all of these
analyses, the main effects of the motion and appearance factors
and the interaction between the two factors were not
significant.

In Figure 5 and 6, each box represents the mean value and
each bar represents the standard error of the mean value. Figure
5 shows the result of comparing the frequency of pauses, which
was actually the number of pauses included in the extracted
part of each speech. We found a strong main effect of the
motion factor (F(1,23)=13.307, p<.01) in the frequency of
pauses. Figure 6 shows the result of comparing speech rate,
which was the number of syllables per second. We also found a
strong main effect of the motion factor (F(1,23)=19.017, p<.01)
in the speech rate. In these two analyses, the main effect of the
appearance factor and the interaction between the two factors
were not significant. These results meant that the visually
presented motion of the remote conversation partner reduced
the frequency of pauses and increased the speed of speaking to
the partner. And the absence of the partner’s appearance did
not significantly affect these influences.

V.

DISCUSSION

The results of the experiment showed that real-time avatars
and live videos are equally effective for audio communication
as an additional channel. The common capability of the avatars
and videos – presenting a remote person’s motion – improved
distant communication. And the videos’ capability that was not
owned by the avatars – presenting a remote person’s
appearance – did not lead to a significant improvement. Hence,
the motion seems to be enough to smooth distant
communication, and the appearance seems to be redundant
information for the smoothness.

The above results prove the two hypotheses that the
presentation of videos and avatars smoothens distant audio
communication. The subjects’ speech that was directed to the
remote conversation partner was smoothened by the
presentation of a live video of the partner. The speech was also
smoothened by the presentation of an anonymous avatar that
did not show the partner’s facial image and showed only the

The presentation of a remote conversation partner’s face
could not produce significant effects, even though we degraded
the audio and avatar conditions to strengthen the appearance
factor as follows. The design of the avatar was made very
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Figure 7. Speech example.

simplistic and a little weird. In the voice condition the display
was blanked out instead of showing the still image of the avatar.
The important thing to understand the results is that past
studies have not found any objectively measured difference
between video-mediated and voice-mediated dyadic
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conversations. Our study found such differences, which were
reduction in the frequency of pauses and increase in the speed
of speech. And our study also found that even real-time avatars
are able to produce the same differences. Live videos may have
another observational effect on dyadic conversations, and real-

speaking and also listening [22]. The motion generated by
those technologies may be able to improve distant
communication. If people are not sensitive to the fidelity of
motion, arbitrarily created motion is likely to be effective. It
was reported that there was no significant difference in the
degree of social presence between a human-controlled avatar
and an automatically moving agent [23]. Examining how much
fidelity of motion is necessary for the avatar to be effective is a
future study.

time avatars may not be able to produce that effect. But, such
an effect has not been found so far.
We interviewed the subjects after they experienced all
conditions. The results of the interviews show that live videos
tend to invite stronger criticism than real-time avatars. Several
subjects criticized the video condition because they were
conscious of being watched by a remote conversation partner,
which is a well-known problem of video connections [3]. Other
criticisms were also caused by well-known problems: the lack
of eye contact and the delay of the video transmission. It was
interesting that the avatar condition did not suffer any of these
criticisms. Even though in the avatar condition the subjects’
motion was always watched by the partner, eye contact was not
established because of the avatar’s fixed eyeballs, and the delay
of the avatar’s animation was actually twice as long as that of
the video transmission – the avatar’s delay being 0.3 second
and the video’s delay being 0.15 second. Of course, the avatar
was not totally free from criticism. For example, the avatar was
criticized for its unnatural visual design.

The real-time avatar we used in this study was a twodimensional computer graphics animation. A physical
embodiment may enhance the capability to smoothen speeches.
It seems to be interesting to use an anonymous embodied
robotic avatar that has a neutral face without a specific age and
gender instead of our anonymous two-dimensional avatar [24].
It also seems to be interesting to test another way of physical
embodiment that is movable displays [25,26]. They can
emphasize the motion delivered by a live video or a real-time
avatar.
This study dealt only with head and lip motions. There is a
possibility that other motions are also be able to improve
distant communication, e.g., eyebrows, hands, and positional
movement. Our avatar did not have eyebrows and hands. This
indicates that facial expression and gesture are not essential to
the increase in the degree of smoothness of speech. However,
they may enhance the capability to smoothen speeches. There
are several previous studies that equipped audio
communication channels with a function to share positional
movements in a physical space [27,28]. It is interesting to see
how shared positional movements change the smoothness of
speech.

Compared with live videos, real-time avatars have the
advantage of small-size data. The parameters necessary to draw
our avatar were the six degrees of freedom of the head and the
eight markers of each lip. So, the total amount of the data was
sixty-six floating-point numbers. On the other hand, the
amount of the data necessary to draw a frame of the live video
we used in the experiment was 240,000 pixels. Assuming that
the size of the data of a pixel was equal to that of a floatingpoint number, the amount of network bandwidth consumed by
live videos is more than thirty-six hundreds times as large as
that of real-time avatars.
As described above, real-time avatars are a promising
substitute for live videos in distant communication. Of course,
there are many situations where appearance information
delivered by live videos is required. For example, you may like
to see a conversation partner’s face if the partner is your
acquaintance. Visual information is often essential in
telemedicine and distance learning. So, we have no intention to
argue that the appearance is redundant information in all cases.

VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper showed how distant communication is improved
by real-time avatars that are computer graphics animation
reflecting the user’s facial and body movements in real time.
We conducted an experiment to observe differences between
video chat and voice chat, and examined whether the same
differences could be produced by avatar chat that was voice
chat accompanied by real-time avatars. As a result, we found
that the degree of the smoothness of speech differed between
video chat and voice chat and the degree increased in both of
video chat and avatar chat.

In this study we used only one third of the surface of a 10inch wide-screen LCD to show the remote conversation
partner’s video and avatar. So the size of the video and avatar
was small enough to be displayed on a tablet PC or a large-size
smartphone. It is interesting to investigate how small videos or
avatars can smoothen audio communication. Video calling on
mobile phones may have the same effect.

In this study we found that the existence of video
connections reduces the frequency of pauses in a speech and
increases the speed of speaking. Traditionally, video
connections have been considered unimportant to distant
communication. Past studies have not found any objectively
measured difference between video-mediated and voicemediated dyadic conversations, since it is more difficult to find
significant effects of video connections in dyadic conversations
than multiparty conversations, and in objective measures than
subjective measures. We used objective measures and found
the significant effects in dyadic conversations.

It is known that video connections enhance social presence
[5]. Clarifying the relationship between social presence and the
smoothness of speech is a topic for future study. There are
several techniques to enhance social presence in
videoconferences [21]. It is interesting to see how these
techniques reduce the frequency of pauses and increase the
speed of speech.
In this study, face tracking technologies produced the
avatar’s motion from the remote conversation partner’s motion.
However, a looser coupling between the avatar and the partner
may be effective. Past research has developed technologies that
convert the vocal data of speech into an avatar’s motion of

Our experiment also demonstrated that even avatars, which
show the motion of a remote conversation partner and hide the
appearance of the partner, are able to reduce the frequency of
pauses and increase the speed of speech. The absence of the
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partner’s appearance did not significantly affect these
influences. In terms of the influences, videos include redundant
information that is the appearance. Our avatar moved only its
head and lips, and did not have eyebrows and hands. This
simple avatar and a live video had the same effects on audio
communication.

[11]

[12]

We conclude that real-time avatars are a promising
substitute for live videos in distant communication since both
have the same objectively measured effects on dyadic
conversations. In our experiment live videos tended to suffer
various criticisms. So, we think that real-time avatars are a
better choice unless the conversation participants have some
special reason to share their appearance.

[13]
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